
VETERANS PROJECTS

Warriors Post Ranch Camp and Cabin Community V#101
Designed for Veterans, Open to Everyone.

We Honor God, Family, Sovereignty, Truth, Peace & Each-other.

Nurtured Opportunity exists in unity where all life forms will thrive.

Goals:
Build Complex of: A Gathering/ Dining Hall, Chapel, Healing Center, Mercantile with A
Hemp processing plant nearby. Create organic edible botanical gardens, food forests,
GEOthermal greenhouses, A Bee & butterfly garden. Create Recreational Spaces for

Camping Horseback riding hiking running canoeing fishing and other activities the
membership community adopts.

Eternal Flame Chapel’s Torch lights the way into the nondenominational Chapel.

Healing Center Holds a balance of herbal & frequency medicine, chiropractic,
acupuncture, float therapy, massage, & many other healing modalities offered by
members/affiliates. We hope to be chosen as a scalar light therapy center and a med
bed center.

Multiple Geothermal Greenhouses Greenhouses will be designed to maximize
harvest of particular plants grown, placement will maximize sun exposure & natural light
cycle.

Using Magnetized water, compost, algae, aquaponics for plants/fish utilization of fish &
animal waste, biochar, heat ballast, we will magnetize rainwater recycling it in harmony.
Rammed Earth Hemp-wood & or Hempcrete will all be used. If necessary Gas, Solar,
wind, or generating energy from algae or bio digestion will be utilized.

To plant/move 1 billion edible plants. Seed stock, and new trees will be offered.
A TreeSpade moves orchard size trees. Unwanted local trees will be brought in.

Abundance of fruits, nuts, vegetables, herbs, mushrooms, fish, honey, a free range
group of hens only for eggs. Goats keep their kid, as they are milked once per day as
the kid matures. Becoming twice after weaning. Dairy in Excess of the community's
needs is To be gifted, traded or sold. Crops will include Vegetables, fruits, herbs, fish,
free range foul for eggs, goats for milk, butter and cheese. By growing and making 80%



of what the residents and staff will eat, our goal is to be 100% food self reliant by year 5,
as we will not raise animals solely for meat.
Hemp processing. Area Farmers win. The raw hemp = entrepreneurial hemp
products

Could be made by community members possibly developing new products. We
will process Hemp for local farms. Farmers are set free of the GMO toxic cycle as
Hemp removes the toxins & glyphosate from the soil.

Dynamically diverse Land use including recreational spaces fosters fulfillment and joy.
Campers may become community Members. We envision member cabins cut into
hillsides surrounded by the woods.

We envision horses roaming the grounds. Small milk goats, layer hens will have
Huge pastures to roam. Members are encouraged to forage & spread seeds. Fishing
ponds and streams add food to the table and hours of canoeing. If we have enough land
we will give unfenced space to wild horse herds.

Gathering Hall will host educational Spiritual & healing seminars in the future to
welcome & educate children & adults as they walk through the grounds and
greenhouses and see how a modern self sustaining community works.

Planning the Community layout Careful placement of underground geothermal
ventilation heat & A/C air-tubes. Using Venturi's they are the main heat  A/C for the
entire complex, installed into existing structures and go in prior to new builds. A. Water
well B. Drains C. Geothermal Tubes. D. Rammed Earth Walls Hemp wood and
Hempcrete Complex Buildings camp buildings and cabins. E. Green houses  F. Fences
G. Barns  H. Orchards  I. Vineyards. J. Botanical butterfly &  outdoor gardens. It is our
intention that we treat each other & our animal companions be treated with love and
compassion & respect These are all the visionary’s suggestions open to a membership
vote of new direction and subsequent action. I suggest a vote of 2/3rds majority be the
standard.

Paws for Veterans With PTSD V#102
Introduction:
I was a Paramedic/Firefighter/Flight Medic for 30years in the metro Chicagoland area.
Many of my family were in the Military, and as such I have a great desire to help
Veterans & also others who suffer from PTSD. Guide dogs are rigorously trained. That
being said. Some are not suited to be “Guide Dogs”.



This presents a great opportunity for “Guide Dogs Inc. As well as our proposed
purchasing & donating to that amazing organization. This would allow us the first option
to pick up these beautiful creations that are already service oriented, accustomed to
people of all ages, and would be perfect for those individuals in need of companionship,
and responsibility, and purposeful connection to these dogs that already Love
unconditionally. Funds paid & donated would be of use to “Guide Dogs Inc”. For the cost
in training these dogs that have come through the program, that are not suitable as
guides.

Mission Statement:
To connect God’s creations to begin healing broken spirits. That has been damaged. To
better assist people in rebuilding confidence, responsibility, connection, and faith. This
will help them to step out physically, mentally, spiritually and purposefully. In the healing
process.

Objectives and Strategy:
1. Start in our present location of Geneva Illinois. By making our connections, and

proposals to Guide Dogs Inc. We do Have a previous connection with them.
2. Connect to the VA. My sister is a veteran and her daughter as well. Both RN’s

and worked for the VA.
3. Purchase a facility for working with and housing the dogs & people.
4. Develop a total program of complete nutritional & water necessities for the dogs

& person.
5. Assist all individuals and their families through the entire process of

familiarization,  accommodation, and health and wellness for all participants.

Future growth:
Expand into other states: Specifically, Florida. I have an acquaintance who has property
and is looking to purchase more property. His forte is natural food growth. I have spoken
to him regarding property purchase assistance through funding to allow our growth and
connection with his organization. This would allow machines to be purchased for the
water ionization project for the people, service dogs, and food growth. We would also
include the house and assistance for Veterans and others for familiarization, training,
and possible work programs.

Cost estimates:
Coordinator: $150.000 to $200.000 initial.
Purchase of Dogs: $ 75.000 per dog (To guide Dogs).
Incentive to Guide dogs for priority. As much as $100.000 per dog. This has to do with
the training and veterinary service they provide initially. 50 to 100 dogs per year.



Facility: To include housing Dogs and people $1.500.000 to $3.500.000 initial lease and
move to purchase estimate.
Food Service: $100.000 to $250.000
Staffing:200.000 to $500.000

Total potential initial cost: $10.000.000 to $25.000.000

Please understand these are simple calculations and are in no way firm. Or are they
meant to be inclusive. Until these numbers are determined I am at a loss to have a final
budget in hand, and would humbly request 3 to 7 days for a final determination.

Final Thoughts:
As I close this document, I wish to express my appreciation for being considered for this
incredible gift, as well as the chance to change people & creatures lives to bring them
back to a wholeness, base on humanitarian values that all lives matter along with
creatures being a part of God’s plan for all of His creatures to be happy, healthy, and
live dignified and purposeful lives… I am one of many Humanitarians the world needs,
and I believe in my heart God has placed this inspiration in my thoughts to be His hands
and feet.

Veterans Village V#103

The establishment of a community, (village) for assisting, honoring and supporting the
military men and women who have so bravely served and sacrificed for our country. It
will be committed to providing our veterans with quality-of-life items, support services
24/7 and transitional housing designed to assist them and their families during recovery.

● The Veteran Village will assist five main groups of warriors:
● The seriously injured returning home from war;
● Those suffering from post-traumatic stress (PTS) and/or traumatic brain injury

(TBI);
● Those undergoing physical or occupational therapy;
● Transitioning veterans who have been medically retired and need long term

assistance.
● Homeless veterans.

A unique transitional housing residence will be established that provides veterans with
the acclimation time, guidance and resources to successfully make the transition from
military service to civilian life. Advanced quantum healing technology, (Regenerative
Technology, Scalar Light) holistic therapy will be a central point for the recuperation of



each veteran. Spiritual and health counseling will be provided to aid the individual’s
adjustment to their new beginning.

Each of the charming cottages or apartments will be fully furnished, move-in ready and
stocked with basic household necessities.

The idea is to shift veterans from a “barracks mentality” to independent living. The
central courtyard and interconnected spaces offer veterans the sense of camaraderie
that is so crucial during the transition period. They recover among their peers; share war
stories, and know they are supported by others experiencing the same transition.

BASE CAMP:US V#104

The Sector of Population: VETERANS AND THEIR FAMILIES

1   MISSION
7  GOALS
7  PHASES
6  MILITARY BRANCHES

Problem:  On average, 20 service members and veterans die by suicide each day.
Additionally, there are homeless veterans who have served in the armed forces and are
currently without proper accommodation.  They make up roughly 11% of adults
experiencing homelessness, and out of that 11%, 70% also experience substance
abuse, and 50% live with emotional challenges like post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD).

Veterans are part of a special and diverse population who learned to work as a
collective whole and rely on one another for support, protection, and to ensure tasks are
executed with optimal results. They are skilled humanitarians with a vast amount of
knowledge, intuition, and experience. Substance abuse and/or emotional challenges are
often the result of trauma, compassion fatigue, and stress facing military families. The
model of 12-step groups similarly shares this camaraderie. Therefore, all veterans and
their families have much to gain using this approach to achieve and maintain
manageable lives and grow interdependently. The fallacy in today’s society suggests 12
Step groups are solely for those with addictive behaviors. Sadly, this limits the potential
anyone can achieve by practicing these biblical principles. The 12-step promises are
tried and true.  Imagine military families banding together using their talents, knowledge,
and experience to improve their quality of life.
Proposed Solution:



1. To elevate and maintain the well-being of local US military veteran families by
providing resources for the needs of the whole person and family: physical,
emotional, mental, and spiritual

2. To support and help strengthen marriages and families using workshops,
mentors, and counselors

3. To create a culture of safety where veteran families can find supportive
relationships, self-improvement programs, education, job training, and fellowship

4. To establish a database using an approach similar to time-banking (optional) to
meet the needs of all

5. To educate parents about the challenges and opportunities in an ever-changing
world

6. To share and teach our trades, talents, and hobbies with others
7. To enjoy music, food, and fellowship to experience the fullness of life

Veterans V#104

Because I was never in the Military, I have had this project in mind for a long time; I
specifically want to help Veterans. Veterans of all walks of life; most importantly the
disabled and the homeless, my oldest cousin and two of my best friends are disabled.

In the interim, before the Med Beds are universally available, I want to provide Tesla Bio
Healing devices. I want to provide more than adequate housing for all of the homeless
Vets. When I travel around the country, I see a very saddening amount of "tent"
communities of homeless.

As a fourth generation past President of my family's business, I would like to extend the
Health and Wellness to all of my family. It is the oldest, continuous amusement ride
manufacturing company in the country. This would include siblings, cousins, children,
nieces, nephews and grandkids.

BASE CAMP:US V#104

The Sector of Population: VETERANS AND THEIR FAMILIES

PROBLEM:



On average, 20 service members and veterans die by suicide each day. According to
the National Coalition for Homeless Veterans, homeless veterans make up 11% of
adults experiencing homelessness. Of that 11%, 70% also experience substance
abuse, and 50% live with emotional challenges like post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD).

When one person has PTSD, the family suffers. Untreated PTSD can lead to anger
management issues resulting in domestic violence cases. Whether the trauma
manifests in depression, anger, or substance abuse, the families need assistance in
their responses. Alcoholics Anonymous has been sharing experience, strength and
hope for 87 years, and the results are staggering. The twelve steps can help with
maladaptive behaviors and sustain healthy ones. The 12 biblical principles in the
exercise of free will, are for everyone. The younger one learns and practices them, the
sooner they will develop a healthy mindset that will attract the same. Being a no-cost
solution is the crowning point.

SOLUTION:

1 Mission
7 Goals
7 Phases
6 Military Branches

One Mission:
Base CAMP:US will be a supportive community OF, BY, and FOR veterans committed
to building a healthy and safe environment for themselves, their marriages, and their
families. It will use systematic approaches, experience, giftedness, and the talents of its
members. Veterans are part of an exceptional and diverse population who learn to work
as a collective whole, rely on one another for support and protection, and ensure tasks
are executed with optimal results. They are skilled humanitarians with vast knowledge,
intuition, and experience.

Seven Goals:

1. To elevate and maintain the well-being of local US military veteran families by
providing resources for the needs of the whole person and family: physical,
emotional, mental, and spiritual.

2. Support and help strengthen marriages and families using workshops, mentors,
and counselors.



3. To create a culture of safety where veteran families can find supportive
relationships, self-improvement programs, education, job training, and fellowship.

4. Establish a database of members using an approach similar to time banking
(optional) to meet all needs.

5. To educate parents about the challenges and opportunities in an ever-changing
world.

6. To share and teach our trades, talents, and hobbies with others.
7. Enjoy music, food, and fellowship to experience the fullness of life.

Seven Phases of Roll-Out:

1. 1. Create some meetings now and hold them in a temporary location(check VFW
Halls, American Legions, and Marine Corps League)

2. Begin networking in veteran groups and put the word out to theVA. Hire a realtor,
common lawyer, and bookkeeper.

3. Once land is purchased, hire an architect, project management team, interior
designer, and landscape architect.

4. Design, Define and Align Core Values. Develop a training program for vision.
5. Define organizational charts, and create job descriptions.
6. Begin interviewing, hiring, and training CAMP:US personnel, including Chaplain.
7. There are currently 26,000 veterans in Guilford County alone.
8. Furnish CAMP:US and hold an Open House. Contact the
9. Department of Defense and seek motivational speakers.

Six Branches of the Military:

Time banking is a commodity of time used in a community of like-minded individuals
who believe everyone’s time is equal. CAMP:US will analyze numerous existing time
banks and the software in use, customize it for the community, and offer participation in
time banking as an option. Measuring the results will determine suitability. It is similar to
bartering, except it may or may not be a trade between the same people. Time
volunteered is credited to that volunteer’s account and later redeemed for a standard or
professional service by anyone in the program.

In his book No More Throw-Away People, Edgar Cahn outlined four core principles for
time banking, later adding a fifth. They are:

● We Are All Assets : Everyone has something to contribute.
● Redefining Work: Rewards all work, including unpaid and care work
● Reciprocity: Helping each other build strong relationships and community trust



● Social Networks: Belonging to a social network gives our lives more meaning
● Respect: Respect is the basis for a healthy and loving community and lies at the heart
of democracy

The fellowship center will feel very warm and inviting. A barista will serve coffee and
pastries, smoothies, and healthier choices. CAMP:US will not have a bar because it
must foster families’ healing and healthy lifestyle. Its’ members will determine the facility
hours but must remain open enough to allow late-night meetings when substance abuse
deterrents are needed most.

Care and maintenance of the facility will combine talents within the family community
and outside services. Military installations are self-contained cities. All veterans and
their families understand these operations. CAMP:US will include other amenities such
as medbeds, a homeopathic healing staff, indoor and outdoor pools, physical fitness,
yoga, and the potential for more. It will also house a catering kitchen for access by
catering services and a smaller kitchen for members.

The dining hall will accommodate member events, food, and fellowship. It will be
available to rent for weddings, corporate events, etc., for a reasonable cost to the
Greensboro Community.

The location will house numerous conference rooms for Alcoholics Anonymous,
Narcotics Anonymous, Emotions Anonymous, Overeaters Anonymous, Codependents
Anonymous, Adult Children of Alcoholics Anonymous, Alanon, and Alateen to meet: will
be determined BY the veterans and their families FOR them according to their needs.
Some meetings will be exclusively for Veterans, but other meetings will be open to the
Community-at-Large. Additionally, CAMP:US will house a small theater for seminars,
children’s performances, church services, Bible studies, prayer meetings, services,
praise, worship, etc. T

The CAMP:US constitution will spell out a code of conduct, governance, and operations
undergirded by the preamble and 12-steps of AA for accountability of all members and
will address their needs. The advisory board requires the ability and skill sets to create
such a constitution. CAMP:US will be void of hierarchy.

For example, a Lieutenant and the 18-year-old son of a Lance Corporal have solutions
to sound system problems; in that case, those involved will develop a collaborative
approach to create the best solution. Perhaps some will struggle with the ego in these
circumstances, but using AA’s guiding principle to undergird operations should bring
resolve. The broad scope of the mission is to strengthen the family unit by providing



resources and support. Providing resources, however, does not remove personal
responsibility of each family member to live a healthy lifestyle. commitment to health .
Communication and negotiation skills are foundational in a society that has made virtual
reality central.

The Greatest Generation’s example has heavily influenced Baby Boomers and
Generation X. Parents have an enormous challenge in this technological era. Similar to
sponsorship in the 12-Step programs, CAMP:US will establish mentorship programs for
individuals, couples and parents.

William Temple wrote, “The most influential of all educational factors is the conversation
in a child's home.” Putting time into all children is the most valuable investment we can
make. Each age of development has critical junctures.

CAMP:US will offer assorted programs from preschool through high school. The
community will offer babysitting certification and create a network for parents to hire
childcare from individuals they know. Providing exposure to different trades and
occupations will allow high schoolers to make more informed choices for their future.

Although the CAMP:US community is comprised of veterans, it will have numerous
events and services for greater Greensboro which will eliminate any sense of exclusivity


